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Cultural Values and Human Needs
5
Maslow's Hierarchy of Need (1970)
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Te Aranga Design 
Principles (2008)
Te Whare Tapa Whā
http://www.buildingbetter.nz/publications/SRA4/Paul_2017_exploring_te_aranga_design_principles.pdf
Rangatiratanga















Overlapping of Maori and Non-Maori Cultural 
Values and Human Needs 
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Urban Narrative: Maraenui Workshop
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• Safe and accessible spaces for community events and activities (singing, 
prayers, meetings) including placed to welcome and host visitors
• Online and physical spaces for the community to share information
• Active citizen engagement in decision-making
• Safe pedestrian footpaths that are well connected and well lit
• Access to recreational spaces while protecting the natural environment
• Recognition of community heritage and culture
• Access to health services
Value-Based Urban Design Brief
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Collage illustrating ‘what's important to record’ to the Addington Community.
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Urban Narrative : Data Collection, Analysis, 
Visualisation
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Urban Narrative: Data Collection
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Urban Narrative: Data Analysis














Urban Narrative: Data Analysis
ard Infrastructure > Attributes < Soft Infrastructure Urban Narrative: Data Visualization
examine the relationship between hard and soft infrastructure
Urban Narrative: Data Visualization
city centre for 
people to relax
more lights and 







place for families 
to feel safe










• Capitalise on community capacity building to enable deeper citizen 
engagement and purposeful data collection
• Use citizen science to bridge the gap between scientific data collection 
and community shared values 
• Manage data as a public good and promote data literacy to start 
conversations 
• Champion evidence based design to enable more effective decision 
making in urban planning and design. 
• Identify ‘windows of opportunity’ within existing regulatory frameworks to 
ensure value-based design guidelines are Implemented in practice
• Digital tools provide useful ‘tools in the toolbox’, but should be 
considered as part of a suite of approaches
• Focus more on livelihood and livability by fostering public engagement 
and providing people centered solutions.
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